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ABSTRACT

Automatic generated units are used in VLBR (Very Low BitRate) codding. One
approach how to generate ALISP1 units was presented in [4]. Temporal decomposition
and vector quantization were used there. Our goal is to propose better approach. We use
EHMM2 for ALISP units determination. A brief description of the model, its initialization
and training is discussed in this report. Results of some experiments are discussed in
conclusion of the report.

1 INTRODUCTION

ALISP units are needed in VLBR codding. Coder works on recognition-synthesis
principle. To make the coder language independent, the phonemes or other types units can
not be used (because they are language dependent). VLBR codder is usually trained to
recognize a set of units (some stable parts of speech). The units are sent to synthesizer
(decoder) and the speech is synthesized from the same set of units. Another way how to
use ALISP units is in language identification and speech recognition (a ALISP-units-to-
phonemes transducer is need there).

2 ERGODIC HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL

Linear models with three emitting states are used standardly in speech processing.
One of the model is in figure @@@. Each model represents a phoneme or diphone. Model
which has the best likelihood for a part of speech signal is selected and we can say, that this
part of speech is phoneme (diphone) represented by the model. Before we can recognize,
we must train models. Models are usually trained with labelled speech data.

1ALISP - Automatic Language Independent Speech Processing
2EHMM - Ergodic Hidden Markov Model



Ergodic model in comparison with standard models is full connected (picture @@@).
We use only one ergodic model for recognition. Recognizer outputs a stream of states.
Each state represents a part of speech (unit).

2.1 EHMM PROTOTYPE

Model prototype contains some information about data format and model. We used
standard vector of 16 MFCC coefficients with ∆ and ∆∆. Each state has only one gaussian
mixture. More mixtures in one state is equivalent with one mixture and more states EHMM.
Next part of prototype are mixture variances and means. This is discussed in next section.
The last part define transitions costs. It is a matrix of probabilities of transition between
states. We do not know, the probabilities at the beginning. They are all set to the same
value among different states. Stand in state probability is set to higher value than state
leaving probability. This force model to stay in states for longer time and generate longer
units.

3 INICIALIZATION

The initialization is the most important for successfully use of EHMM. This is the
only one way how to influence an effect of recognition. Correctly trained EHMM should
assign only one state to the set of the same units (acoustically). Followed approaches were
used for initialization of variances and mean of gaussian mixtures:

Constant/Random values The worst approach. Using constant values, theoretically all
states will train to the same unit. Vector state space is smaller than all possible
values generating by random generator. Probability that mixture will be the space is
small. Random value initialization is better than constant initialization, but majority
of vectors have nonsense values.

Random values over training database Same approach as random values, but we over-
comes nonsense values. Our space is limited to values existing in training database.
Each mixture mean values is set to a random vector in database. All mixtures vari-
ances are set to global variance of the database. We initialize for example 30% of
states to silence if database contains 30% of silence. It is disadvantage of this ap-
proach.

State splitting Iteratively trains EHMM and one selected state splits into two states. Means
are set to be little bit different (add and subtract a fraction of global mean variance)
and trains again. We tried two the best candidate for selecting methods:

1. Candidate with the largest amount of data.

2. Candidate with the lowest loglikelihood3.

3loglikelihood is logarithm of likelihood which is computed by Viterbi decoder. It means the probability
that the state emits given part of speech signal.



4 EHMM TRAINING AND RECOGNITION

We used THK tool [2] for EHMM training and recognition. This tool is developed for
using HMM in speech processing. We used Bhaume-Welche forward-backward algorithm
(HRest). Viterbi decoder was used for generating state aligned labelling (HVite). More
about mathematical definitions and principles of HMM are for example in [3] and [1].

5 RESULT MEASURING

We can not use standard measuring methods (like accuracy, error, insertions and
deletions) because units are automatically determined in comparison with phoneme recog-
nition which we can compare with labels. For small EHMMs (to 5 emitting states) we can
use some visual tool. We can plot speech signal, spectra and generated state alignment.
Coherency can be easily seen. Visualization starts be unnoticed for larger EHMMs. An-
other test is the similar units listening. By this way, we can listen whether units of one
state sounds coherent. But this approach is quite time consuming, is subjective and you
can hardly recognize states cover similar type of units.

5.1 APPROPRIATE MATRIX

The most reliable way for results verification are statistical methods. Labelled database
is needed for statistical methods. We calculate appropriate matrix in which rows mean
phoneme strings, columns mean states and cells contains numbers of phoneme strings fall
to states. Having same number of states as phonemes, the matrix should be sparse (diago-
nal in ideal case). Calculation of the most frequent phoneme strings fall to state is another
statistic.

@@@tabulka nejake male appropriate matrix...

6 RESULTS

Experiments were done on Boston University Radio Corpus speaker B2F. Database
was parametrized Mean,16MFCC,∆,∆∆. Different initialization methods and numbers of
emitting states are shown in table 1. For result comparison were used appropriate matrix,
statistics and recognized state streams loglikelihoods.

Type of initialization Number of emitting state
Constant values 2,3,4
Random values 2,3,4

Random vectors from database 2,3,4,8,16/2,32/4,58/4,100,200
State splitting by data 2–80

State splitting by loglikelihood 2–60

Table 1: Initialization methods and number of EHMM states. Notation y/x means initial-
ization with x different in-state probabilities in transition matrix.



6.1 NUMBER OF STATES EFFECT

The first experiment set was aimed to number of states effect on states-to-phonemes
assignment. Brief commentary for experiment results follows.

EHMM with 2,3,4 states: Initialization method independent. State 1 labels silence, noise
and unvoiced parts of speech. States 2,3,4 label voiced parts of speech.

8 states EHMM: States fallen on vowels, pause and plosives group.

16 states EHMM: States fallen on vowels, pause, plosives, {m,n}, {s,z}, pauses before
plosives, breathing and {r} group.

32 states EHMM: States fallen on vowels, pause, unvoiced plosives, sonorants, nasal,
{s,z}, pauses before plosives, breathing and {r} group.

58 states EHMM: (same number of states as number of phonemes) States fallen on vow-
els, pause, unvoiced plosives, sonorants, nasal, {s,z}, pauses before plosives, breath-
ing, {Dz} and {r} group.

100 states EHMM: Similar as for 58 states. Groups of phonemes were more specific.

200 states EHMM: Similar as for 100 states. Groups of phonemes were more specific.

For number of states bigger than 16, similar groups of phonemes appears. There
were about 4 groups for vowels and 3 groups for s,z for example. Some groups has quite
large intersection. Some of these facts may be caused by context dependent articulation
(the same phoneme in different context sounds differently).

6.2 IN-STATE TRANSITION PROBABILITY EFFECT

The second experiment set was aimed to transition probability initialization effect.
Two sets with 32 and 58 states were tested. We tried to initialize EHMM with different
in-state probabilities. We use high probability (it forces EHMM to stay in the same state
longer time) and low probability (it forces EHMM to more often between states jumping).

Our result presents that in-state probability initialization has no effect to final recog-
nition. Transition probabilities matrix looks each time similar and it is spars for more states
models (it means that the EHMM is not fully connected yet).

6.3 INITIALIZATION EFFECT

The third experiment set was aimed to model (prototype) initialization. Used initial-
ization method were described in section 3. Initialization has no effect for smaller state
number (to 10). Appropriate matrixes and other statistic look similar for larger states num-
ber too. We need better formal testing tool for more precise results. VLBR codder can be
used for unit coherency verification.

Splitting methods are not pure initializing methods. They iteratively increase number
of states. One candidate state is selected and split in each iteration. Differences between
data driven and loglikelihood driven selection are minimal. About state number 21 is
state.... @@@Plot RecognizedMLF global likelihood -> seems interesting.



7 CONCLUSION

We presented ergodic hidden Markov models and some of their possible utilization.
We aimed to model initialization and training. Some initialization approaches and training
methods such as state splitting were presented in the paper. Result are discussed at the end.

This first experiments shows, that EHMM is useful and can be used in speech pro-
cessing. We will look for better formal results verification. Further experiments will be
aimed to better model training. Our goal for future is to train EHMM with states represent-
ing phonemes as much as possible.

8 OTAZKY

Results → (I’m going to sleep). In-state probabilities has NO effect on results and
training. Transition matrix looks similar. We tested high in-state probability (ten point
higher than inter-state probability) and low in-state probability (little bit lower than inter-
state probability).

The transition matrix looks sparse for higher state number (32,64) (interesting, but
no so much).

Phonemes groups to acoustic groups and this groups fall to state. There are many
similar states (reason?? may be bad inicialization) → state splitting overcomes it??

State splitting. Split by data, but look on variance. Smaller data larger variance is
better candidate than larger data and smaller variance.

Lukas’s advice: Split to hundreds states and than join similar states (I’m not sure if
it works now because we will only group states represent a group of phonemes).

Another parametrization? (no MFCC, ? TRAPS ? ...)
Measurements of results... Compute global euklides distance for MFCC vectors over

one state??? Create simple VLBR coder?
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